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Louder and Prouder Song and Cheer Night By Editor 
Camp Menominee being at capacity can really make the difference. 
That difference was evident last night in Wasserman Hall when all 
campers packed in for Song and Cheer Night. The atmosphere was 
raucous from the start as JEREMY KOHLENBRENER began proceedings 
with the “Menominee, Menominee” song. Despite not knowing the 
words, the newer campers did their best to join in and began stamping 
their feet and cheering along. The campers and counselors had created a 
large circular group in the middle of Wass Hall as JEREMY continued to 
lead them into chorus after chorus of different songs. “Hail our Colors”, 
“Hail to Menominee”, “Bright as a Sunburst” and “To Menominee we 
sing” echoed around Wass Hall as the atmosphere continued to grow during each song. JEREMY wrapped up the songs 

for the night and asked everyone to take their seat. However, as he did, chants 
for the Senior Cabin began and they raced towards the stage to begin their 
cheers. All campers and counselors got to their feet and circled the stage as KASE 
RATZLAFF led “I went down to the River”, JACK BEHAR led “Fire Up” and SAM 
MYERTHALL led “Boom Chika Boom.” Before Taps there was just enough time 
to “unleash the beast” - DANIEL MALIS - to end the Camp Fire with a flawless 
display of “SCADOO.” With 180 campers inside Wass Hall, the energy was high 
ahead of our competition against the camp from the west. Lucky Canteen 236. 
Once the cheers were finished, everyone took their seat to end the night with 
Taps. Thanks to JEREMY, the Senior Cabin: JACK BEHAR, DANIEL MALIS, 
MAXWELL MASON, ISAAC MILLER, RYAN FIRMIN, KADEN LISKA, SAM STEINER, 
ALEX STELZER, GAVIN BRAMWIT, ALEX GAU, LOUIE KANTER, GEORGE NASSAR, 

WILL PRICE, PETER GAU, NOAH DAVIES, JAMES MILLS, DANIEL WHITE, TYLER LONGNECKER, KASE RATZLAFF, SAM 
MYERTHALL and their counselor, MARC GOODMAN for helping create such a loud and proud Song and Cheer night. 
 

Twi-Light League Surprise By Editor 

The start of Twi-Light League is often a surprise which many of our campers 
do not see coming. This year was no different as at dinner, to much cheering 
and happiness, Program Director ETHAN WEISS informed all campers that 
they would be competing in a sand castle building competition as a cabin, 
down at the waterfront. After dinner, all cabins made their way back to their 
cabins to change into suitable outfits for the sand and to discuss potential 
sand castle ideas. As the campers arrived at the waterfront both ETHAN and 
MARC GOODMAN were stood in the sand waiting to give a demonstration 

MARC and ETHAN build sandcastles 

DANIEL MALIS leading SCADOO  

Camper Profile By Sam Rosen 
Name: JOSH PETERMAN   Age: 11 
Cabin: 7     Years at Camp: 2 
Favorite Sport: Baseball or Softball  Favorite Camp Trait: Sportsmanship 
Favorite Camp Meal: Cheeseburger and chips   
First CM Memory: Beating Kawaga and then laking it 

JEREMY leads the CM Songs 
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of what would be expected. As MARC 
continued to dig in the sand he hit 
something hard. ETHAN SCHWARTZ 
asked if MARC had “hit a water pipe” 
while other campers, led by CHARLIE 
TAYLOR and ZACH FIELD were trying to 
squeeze to the front to see what was had 
been hit in the hole. JEFF TOOMBS 
approached the hole informing the 
campers that “it will probably be some 
rocks.” However, much to the shock of all, 
MARC pulled out a large piece of ice. After 
smashing the ice MARC held up what was 
inside – a softball, while shouting “it’s Twi-

Light League!” The campers began cheering and celebrating with this announcement and it was left to the softball 
commissioners; BENJIE SOREN, BRETT WEISS and JAKE HERMAN to announce team captains, rosters and their GMs. 
After a quick run back to their cabins and an outfit change, all campers were ready for their first game.  
 

All Camp Photo By Jon Wool 

After flag, all campers, counselors, kitchen staff and admin were called down to the waterfront, in cabin order, wearing 

either a green or white Menominee tshirt. As the cabins approached, they began discussing what funny faces they 

would pull and making sure their hair was in perfect shape. JON WOOL was discussing what funny face he was going 

to pull and slipped down the hill, laughing as he fell. SIMON MANN and DRAKE ELMAN raced down the hill looking 

forward to their cabin photo and DYLAN FLETCHER was still deciding whether he would wear his green or white 

Menominee top. First up was the cabin photos, where each cabin sat on the brown benches with their counselors 

stood behind. Once the cabin photos finished, the campers lined up from tallest to shortest. The shortest camper was 

ZACH FORMAN and the tallest was CIT JAKE HOODACK. As the bleechers filled up, the campers squeezed together to 

make sure everybody could fit. After the first photos were taken, everyone got ready for a funny photo. JADEN 

DONSKY pulled a funny face and COOPER BORSTEIN stuck his tongue out. The all camp photo was a huge success. 

Riddle of the Day: Take one out and scratch my head, I am now black but once was red. What am I?  
(Submit your correct answer to the Megaphone Office for a free canteen) 
 
Yesterday’s Riddle: I have keys that open no lock. Space but no room and you can enter but not go in. What am I? 
Answer: A Keyboard       Winners: ASHER BERMAN, WILLIAM SIMKINS, JACK MYERTHALL and JAKE MCDERMOTT 

Jeff shows off the iced softball  Keeping the eyes on the ball 


